Central Board Minutes
April 21, 1956

The meeting was called to order by President Jystad.

JUDICIAL COUNCIL
Warran Gammas was selected as the remaining Sophomore man for the Judicial Council.

ATHLETIC BOARD AWARDS:
Jystad read recommendations from Athletic Board for the letters in the various sports areas.

Crippen moved these names be accepted, and awarded letters. Fowler seconded. Passed 8-0.

Basketball: Edward Argenbright, Eddie Bergquist, Maurice Colberg, Alan Dunham, Hal Erickson, Thomas Jenson, Robert Powell, Naseby Rheinhart, Rudolph Rhoades, Russell Sheriff, Larry Holmes.
Crippen moved that these names be accepted and awarded letters. Fowler seconded. Passed 8-0.

Crippen moved these names be accepted and awarded letters. Erickson seconded. Passed 8-0.

GOLF COURSE:
Crippen presented the board with the possibility of starting work on a golf course in the near future. He said that it would be possible to withdraw the student's $25,000 loan from the skating rink in the financing of the proposed golf course. Roughly, the cost of the proposed course would be $50,000, Crippen said. Crippen showed the board the proposed plan for the course which will be a 9-hole one. Crippen suggested that the students loan the money to build the course to the University, having them responsible for the project. Jystad thought that the students should take complete charge of the financing, and thus take over more responsibility. Fowler was of the opinion that it would be a good experience for the students to do the whole job - that it would be a boost for the prestige of student government on the campus. Crocker felt that it was ridiculous to take a risk when it was not necessary to do so. Jystad and Crippen will talk to the President in regards to the financing of the proposed course. Crippen moved we withdraw the loan of $25,000 from the University to be used as Central Board sees fit. Riddle seconded. Passed 7-0.

STUDENT STORE:
Jystad said that he had talked to President McFarland and that the formal acceptance and dissolution is being drawn up. Jystad said that he is sure that it is the plan of the University to turn the store over to Central Board and have it under the control of Central Board. Jystad said that as long as no one is hurt in the transaction, a vote would be trivial and unnecessary - in connection with the students' voting on the dissolution of the corporation of the store.
ELECTIONS—CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
Erickson moved that Article 6, Section 1 be changed to delete sub-section 6, 7, 9; and add as sub-section 6 "Activities Board"; Delete Article 6, Section 2; and Section 3 of article 6 change to read that the activities board chairman is the vice-president of ASMSU. Bayley seconded. Passed 7-0.

With the completion of the business, the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Ann Crocker
Secretary, ASMSU

Crocker, Riddle, Crawford, Erickson, Bayley, Leuthold, Fowler, Crippen, Schutrop, Jystad
**ASMSU COMMITTEE MEMBERS**

**PUBLICATIONS BOARD**
- Rick Lee, Ch.
- Genell Jackson
- Dolores Guilbault
- Gary Cowan

**BUDGET & FINANCE**
- Bruce Crippen, Ch.
- Allen Crozer
- Don Nicholson
- Torres Quinones
- Dean Hellinger
- James Roberts
- John Dunbar
- Betty Millhouse
- Barbara Mellott
- Carol Amsbaugh

**PUBLICITY-TRAVEL**
- George Lambros, Ch.
- Patsy Anderson
- Janet Woodcock
- Janice Welch
- Joan Hoff
- Charles Peters
- Donald Byorfer
- Marilyn Shope
- Pat Fox
- Marilyn Moore
- Howard Mahan

**TRADITIONS BOARD**
- Patsy Anderson, Ch.
- Jo Anne LeDuke
- Charles Palmer
- Faith Butts
- Sheila McDorney
- Marilyn Gunckel
- Gil Bremiker
- Jim Beadle
- Ruth Parker
- Kay Calvin
- Walt Gerson
- Warren Gamas
- Audrey Wacker

**M-BOOK**
- Carla Clausen, Ch.
- Ann Ainsworth
- Ann Hendrickson
- Rick Madden
- Roxie Perrior
- Barbara Tascher
- Beth Briggs

**ASMSU PLANNING**
- Jim Abbott, co-ch.
- Bill Hammer, co-ch.
- Donna Kaye Bailey
- Carol Nestikin
- Robert Montgomery
- Milton Wardal
- Thomas Lawin
- Robert Chaney
- Shirley Richmond
- Keith Kolver
- Jamie Yule
- Hans Tober
- Mary Shanahan
- Roy Hamner
- Thomas Unger
- Ruthie Franz
- Dorothy Roberts
- Nelson Weller
- Ann Ainsworth

**LIQUOR CONTROL**
- Ken Leuthold, Ch.
- Bruce Cook
- Sonia Tetlie
- Harry Hoffman
- Robert Jurovich
- Carol Otthouse
- Patsy Anderson
- Dianne Stephens
- Dean Hellinger
- Bob Steward
- Bev Bungardner
- Bob Stanley
- Wayne Linell
- Bob Isner
- Harvy Craig
- Warren Taylor
- Gary Jystad
- Bruce Crippen
- Mary Ellen Erickson
- Ann Crocker
- Lee Bailey
- George Lambros
- John Fowler
- Dick Riddle
- Bill Crawford
- Jim Abbott
- Roberta Atkinson
- Darlene Forzley

**AB - HOBBIES-CRAFTS**
- Joan Blum, Ch.

**COMMUNITY CONCERT**
- Dianne Stephens, Ch.

**AB - MOVIES**
- Audra Browman, Ch.
- Ray Dickey
- Dan Blinn
- Shirley Smith
- Sharon O'Neill
- Kathleen Harris
- Joan Evans
- Lesley Mortimer

**AB - MUSIC**
- Claire Larson, Ch.
- Dick Riddle
- Pat Scheaffer
- Sue Gregg

**AB - ART**
- Carol Peterson, Ch.
- Andy Anderson
- Pat Gessner
- Carole Lee
- Freda Smith
- Liz Warner
- Martha Leverett
- Dawn Page
- Leora Kemble
- Jim McNaught

**AB - PUBLICITY**
- Bernice Schutrop, Ch.
- Sid O'Malley
- Sheri Anderson
- Al Crawford
- Dan Blinn
- Chuck Content
- Dan Oliver
- Dean Wilcox
- Kay Fallon
- Kay Klampe
- Mary Ellen Brown
- Tom Nelson
- Pat Stewart
- Peggy Harlow
- Marilyn Halland
- Rose Marie Murphy
- Carol Bird

**AB - GAMES**
- Les Parker, co-ch.
- Lee DeVincent, co-ch.
AB — LECTURES
Ed Stewart, Ch.

AB — DANCE
Bill Williamson, Ch.
Cara Lu Boggess
Pat Adams
Betty Raymond
Leonard Mehi
Tom Kissell
Evan Anderson

AB — PA SYSTEM
Don Strauss, Ch.

CONVOCATIONS BOARD
Shirley Lucier, Ch.
Jeff Wattson
Janet Dewing
Roger Smith
Jeane Ashley
Laura McKenzie
Kay Tyler
Don Hall
Dee Scriven

SF — FIELD HOUSE
Tom Haney
Ellen Haugen

SF — SCHEDULE B & STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Kay Whilgenant
Ellen Ishmael

SF — PUBLIC EXERCISES
Mary Lightfoot
Kay Arbuckle
Kay Tyler
Barbara Tascher

SF — LIBRARY
Jill Hageman
Kay Lund

SF — COMMENCEMENT
John Beam
Bob Tkachuk

SF — STUDENT ARTS & CRAFTS
Thomas Egan
John Stopplecamp
Mary Mae Feely
Janet Rickert
Marlene DeCock
Carla Clausen

SF — GROUNDS
Marcia Brown
Robert Engel

SWIMMING POOL-SF
Marilyn Moore
Charles Gruhen
Doug Dawson

SF — GOLF COURSE
Wayne Linnell
Donald Squire

SF — SKATING RINK
Dan Schoenmann
Ellen Sweeney

SF — MUSEUM
Dolores Pauling
Cleo Ceserani
Cynthia Boyd